Curl Power was specially formulated for people with curly hair looking to add definition, shine, and length to their hair. This product promotes length retention while reducing breakage by making your hair easier to detangle. It will help to define your beautiful curls while taming your twists and reducing frizz. Stop any further use of heat and/or chemical processing immediately and instead use Morrocco Method's gentle, moisturizing Curl Power. This product will elongate curls, protecting the hair, not the curl itself. It is a rich and hydrating treat for naturally curly hair, from tight ringlets, urban or afro hair, and curls you would like to relax. It contains no lye, sodium, calcium or lithium hydroxide, all of which cause harmful drying and breakage.

Instructions
Wash hair well, preferably with one of MM's 5 Elements Shampoos, and dry thoroughly. Leave on your hair for 30 minutes to 2 hours, depending on how defined and elongated you would like your curls to be. Minimal time will soothe the curl-turning frizz into smooth ringlets, and more time will help to elongate the curl and increase length retention. For best results, please leave in hair for 1 1/2 hours.

You may repeat every 72 hours.

Apply liberally to dry, clean hair. Part your hair into 4-6 sections and apply to each section beginning at the back of your head, finishing at your facial hairline. Plan Curl Power's leave-in time according to the directive above.

After application, to remove Curl Power, wash hair twice, (we highly recommended MM Apple Cider Vinegar Shampoo) and rinse well. Raw Apple Cider Vinegar Rinses will also work well. Follow by conditioning for 15 minutes, (use MM Pearl Essence Creme Rinse or Floating Lotus for best results). Finally, spray your hair with MM Diamond Crystal Mist or Sapphire Volumizer Mist. If a finishing step is desired, apply a small amount of MM Euro Oil.

To Maintain Definition
Simply alternate spraying MM Diamond Crystal Mist and MM Sapphire Volumizer Mist over your hair daily to maintain smoothness and manageability. Use MM Euro Oil to seal in the moisture 2-3 times per week and wash your hair at least once a week. MM's Blood of the Dragon Styling Gel can be mixed with the Euro Oil and used to lock in moisture without sacrificing style or holding power, (you may also use water instead of oil).